Volume Fleece Iron on - H630

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53001099

PELLON Lightweight Fusible Fleece H630

Height: about 0,2 cm.
Lightweight, iron-on volume fleece. For warm clothing, quilting and other handicrafts, as well as for soft valances and voluminous curtain swags.

Fabric: light to heavy-weight fabrics.

Advantages: easy to work with light volume; no shifting while sewing.

Method of use: place the interlining with the coated side on the wrong side of the fabric. Cover with a damp cloth and press each area for about 15 seconds, without pushing the iron. Iron setting: Wool/Cotton. Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 30 minutes, so that the adhesive can set properly. It is strongly recommended that you attach a small piece of interlining to a fabric remnant with your iron first to make sure that the hold and the adhesion meet your expectations. Why don't you try it with the "Tiffany" technique?

Care: Washable in temperatures up to 40 °C in the gentle cycle or dry cleanable.

Colour: White.

Price is for a cut of 90cm. x 50cm.

Price: € 3.75 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Volume Fleece Iron on - H640
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53000828

Height: about 0,5 cm. Lightweight, iron-on volume fleece. For warm clothing, quilting and other handicrafts, as well as for soft valances and voluminous curtain swags.

Fabric: light to heavy-weight fabrics.

Advantages: easy to work with light volume; no shifting while sewing.

Method of use: place the interlining with the coated side on the wrong side of the fabric. Cover with a damp cloth and press each area for about 15 seconds, without pushing the iron. Iron setting: Wool/Cotton. Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 30 minutes, so that the adhesive can set properly. It is strongly recommended that you attach a small piece of interlining to a fabric remnant with your iron first to make sure that the hold and the adhesion meet your expectations. Why don't you try it with the "Tiffany" technique?

Care: Washable in temperatures up to 40 °C in the gentle cycle or dry cleanable.

Colours: White.
The Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 90cm.

Price: € 5.90 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**VLIESOFIX - Bondaweb**

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53343763

For fast and perfect appliqués on shirts, blouses, waistcoats and other articles of clothing, for imaginative wall hangings, blankets, table sets etc. as well as for handicrafts. **Fabric:** for almost all fabrics, raffia, cardboard and, at lower temperatures, also for leather. **Advantages:** Double-sided adhesive; accurate appliques; no shifting when zigzag-stitching. **Method of use:** draw the motif on the smooth (paper) side of the Vliesofix/Bondaweb. Cut out roughly. Place with the rough side on the wrong side of the fabric. Press for 5 seconds without steam. Cut the motif out precisely, remove tracing paper. With the coated side down place in position. With a damp cloth lightly iron each area for about 10 seconds. Iron setting: Wool / Cotton. Zigzag edges to finish. Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 20 minutes, so that the adhesive can set properly. We strongly recommend that you attach a small piece of interfacing to a fabric remnant with your iron first to make sure that the hold and the adhesion meet your expectations. **Care:** washable in temperatures up to 60 °C or dry cleanable. **Colours/Measurements:** transparent; width 45 cm. Instructions included.

**Price:** € 2.05 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

RASTERQUICK- quickscreen sewing interfacing for Patchwork
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53005241

Interfacing with printed 1x1 cm grid. Patchwork with Quickscreen is the logical alternative to traditional stencil techniques. Geometric patterns and shapes are quickly and easily transferred. Is also extremely suitable for the transfer and enlargement of cut and design drawings.

Fabric: usable for all fabrics.


Method of use: always lay the fabric pieces on the blank side. Using the edge guide sew along the lines. With diagonally drawn lines the materials are firmly pinned into place on the blank side and sewn on the printed side or along the lines. Turn the fabric strips and attach and sew the next strip. Follow the pattern until the patchwork is finished.

Care: washable in temperatures up to 40 °C or dry cleanable.

Colour: White.

Price is for a cut of about 45x50cm.

Price: € 1.15 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

RASTERQUICK TRIANGULAR - quickscreen sewing interfacing for Patc
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53256621

Peel-off sewing aids with imprinted triangles for patterns at 60° angles such as e.g. stars, baby blocks, hexagon, triangles, diamonds or trapezoids. The different lines ease cutting and sewing of the different motifs.

Fabric: usable for all fabrics.


Method of use: the broken lines are the cutting guides and include the seam allowance. The solid lines are the sewing guides. Lay the fabric pieces on the blank side of the Vilene Quilt 60 and pin together. Turn the block over and sew on the printed side.

Care: washable in temperatures up to 40 °C or dry cleanable.

Colour: White.

Price is for a cut of about 45cm. x 50cm.

Price: € 1.37 (incl. VAT)
Quilter's Grid

Modello: STOFRE-101120L15

Ideal for watercolor quilts; iron on, with pre-printed inch grid.

Fabric: patchwork fabrics. Wash fabrics prior to use.

Advantages: accurate patching is very easy to achieve. Design can be arranged and organised at the beginning of the work without mounting. Fast, secure and exact sewing together of pieces.

Method of use: cut material with a roll cutter into squares of e.g. 2 inches. Following the arranged grid design on the Quilter's Grid (coated side interfacing up) lay out pieces and iron-on dry with low pressure for 10 to 12 seconds, iron setting: wool. Crease each design along fold in vertical strips – right side in – sew in one-inch increments. Crease horizontal strips along fold; trim lengthwise seam close to the seam, folding the seams alternately to the left and right. This helps keeps the seams flatter; steam iron the work piece, finish quilt as usual.

Care: washable in temperatures up to 30 °C in the gentle cycle or dry cleanable.

Colour: White.

Price is for a cut of about 56cm. x 50cm.

Price: € 2.16 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vilene S 320

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53357473

Lighter pelmet interfacing, suitable for blends on blinds. Can also be used for hats, belts, fabric bags, handicrafts etc. Fabric: decorative fabrics, cotton etc.

Advantages: washable and dry cleanable pelmet interfacing
Smooth, fabric look; retains shape; secure and comfortable to iron on.

Iron setting: wool / cotton. Cover with a damp cloth; press each area for 15 seconds. Power steam iron: 160°C (without teflon shoe), wool / cotton slowly glide the iron with sporadic steam and pressure 5 - 6 x over each area for approx. 15 seconds. We strongly recommend that you attach a small piece of interfacing to a fabric remnant with your iron first to make sure that the hold and the adhesion meet your expectations.

Care: washable in temperatures up to 40 °C or dry cleanable.
Color: white.

Price is for a cut of about 100cm. x 90cm.

Price: € 8.93 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

DECOVIL

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53432878

This ecru, fusible non-woven gives “great body” to any project of creative sewing, finishing it with a leather-like look and touch. Resilient, tear- and bend-resistant, it’s non-fraying and easily applied with your iron and a damp cloth, in just 8/10 seconds! Suitable for any kind of fabric, it is perfect for your “most daring” creations, such as travel bags, laptop, camera and mobile protective cases, fabric cookie trays, pot covers and decorative bowls. Machine wash, up to a 40 degree gentle cycle. 90 cm high

Price: € 7.53 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Vlieseline H200**
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379440

Iron-on, light interfacing, ideal to give some stability to small fabric parts, both of cotton and polyester, in any traditional and/or creative sewing project: for example, it can be used for collars and cuffs of clothes, but it's perfect also for your purses, hats, toiletry bags and so on. Just apply it with your iron, using no steam, on the “wool” position. Wash up to 40°C or dry clean. 90 cm high

**Price: € 2.68** (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline H250
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379494

Highly stable, iron-on interfacing, perfect to give compactness to any medium-weight fabric. It's the ideal choice for any creative sewing project: bags, totes, purses, make up and vanity cases and anything else needing increased stiffness. Just apply it with your iron, using no steam, on the “wool” position. Wash up to 40°C or dry clean. 90 cm high

Price: € 2.68 (incl. VAT)
Vlieseline H275

Modello: STOFRE-53267781

Premium, 100% cotton batting, light and compact, for patchwork and quilting, also suitable for warm, but not heavy, clothing. For all fabrics. It can be hand or machine quilted. Advantages: easy to work with, light volume, no cross threading, it keeps its shape even after multiple washing. How to use: place and attach the wrong side of the fabric on the volume fleece or quilt from the fabric side out. This ensures the quilt particular plasticity. Pre-washing the fabric is only necessary in the likelihood of possible future shrinkage, a pre-washing is recommended, soaking the batting for about 20 minutes, rinsing it and drying it flat. Care: washable up to 30°C in the gentle cycle, or dry clean. Color: natural 228 cm high

Price: € 20.68 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Fleece - H295
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53001423

The puffiest volume fleece, made of soft and flexible non-woven fiber. It's ideal for thick patchwork and creative sewing projects, such as bedspreads and wall hangings and panels, as well as for warm clothing, but always breathable. It can be hand or machine quilted. Advantages: extremely light, though its increased volume, very good insulation. How to use: simply insert it underneath your fabric and sew together. Care: washable up to 30°C in the gentle cycle, or dry clean. Color: white 150 cm high

Price: € 14.87 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline S80
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53342808

Sew-on, stiff interfacing, designed for any creative application that requires improved sturdiness: postcards and Season cards, collages, pelmets and covers for rolling shutter boxes, to match your curtains. Highly recommended for the bottom of your knitted or crocheted totes and purses. Wash at 30°C or dry clean. 90 cm high

Price: € 6.01 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Vlieseline G 785**

*da: Freudenberg*

---

Modello: STOFRE-G785

Very delicate, light and two-way stretch woven interfacing for small pieces on blouses and dresses as well as the front portions of jackets and coats out of lightweight materials.

Washable in temperatures up to 30 °C in the gentle cycle or dry cleanable

Height: 90 cm.

**Price: € 4.08** (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline G 710

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-G710

Lightweight cotton interfacing for small parts in ladies’ blouses or dresses.
Washable in temperatures up to 40 °C in the gentle cycle or dry cleanable
Height: 90 cm.

Price: € 3.96 (incl. VAT)
Vlieseline H180
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379411

Particularly soft and lightweight interfacing. Ideal for small parts such as collars, cuffs, etc. as well as for the front parts of jackets and stylish blazers made in very light to middle weight fabrics. Wash up to 40°C or dry clean. 90 cm high

Price: € 2.89 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline S520

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-S520

Firm pelmet interfacing for all widths and forms. Also very suitable for bands, belts, bags, and creative handicrafts.

Price: € 7.99 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

VLIESOFIX - Bondaweb H90
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53000732

For fast and perfect appliqués on shirts, blouses, waistcoats and other articles of clothing, for imaginative wall hangings, blankets, table sets etc. as well as for handicrafts.

Fabric: for almost all fabrics, raffia, cardboard and, at lower temperatures, also for leather.

Advantages: Double-sided adhesive; accurate appliques; no shifting when zigzag-stitching.

Method of use: draw the motif on the smooth (paper) side of the Vliesofix/Bondaweb. Cut out roughly. Place with the rough side on the wrong side of the fabric. Press for 5 seconds without steam. Cut the motif out precisely, remove tracing paper. With the coated side down place in position. With a damp cloth lightly iron each area for about 10 seconds. Iron setting: Wool / Cotton. Zigzag edges to finish. Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 20 minutes, so that the adhesive can set properly. We strongly recommend that you attach a small piece of interfacing to a fabric remnant with your iron first to make sure that the hold and the adhesion meet your expectations.

Care: washable in temperatures up to 60 °C or dry cleanable.

Colours/Measurements: transparent; width 90 cm. Instructions included.

Price: € 3.25 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline Stickvlies fixierbar H90

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53349839

Vlieseline Stickvlies fixierbar H90

Fixier by Freudenberg is a vilene conceived for use on elastic fabrics and jersey, especially in machine embroidery. To be applied with a flatiron, just like all the others vilenes of this brand, but its unique peculiarity is in the possibility of being able to reposition it as you like it, in order to adapt it as best as you can to the level of the fabric's elasticity on which it is paired. Removing it will be a piece of cake!

Recommended use: With flatiron regulated on wool temperature, iron the back of the used fabric, giving a slight pressure for about 5 seconds, then put everything together, on your embroidery machine's loom. Carry out your work and rip out the Fixier.

Roll Height: 90cm
Color: white

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Thermolam 272 - white**
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53531256

White padding, perfect for your Patchwork projects and even for hot and light clothing. It can be used easily with any type of fabric and it gives, despite the high thickness and volume, a huge softness.

- How to: insert under the fabric and sewing the two materials together.
- Washing: 30 °C, or dry.
- Height: 90 cm

**Price: € 5.19** (incl. VAT)
Vlieseline H180 - Black

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379412

Particularly soft and lightweight interfacing. Ideal for small parts such as collars, cuffs, etc. as well as for the front parts of jackets and stylish blazers made in very light to middle weight fabrics.
Wash up to 40°C or dry clean.
90 cm high
Color: Black

Price: € 5.78 (incl. VAT)
Vlieseline H200 - Black

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379443

Iron-on, light interfacing, ideal to give some stability to small fabric parts, both of cotton and polyester, in any traditional and/or creative sewing project: for example, it can be used for collars and cuffs of clothes, but it’s perfect also for your purses, hats, toiletry bags and so on. Just apply it with your iron, using no steam, on the “wool” position. Wash up to 40°C or dry clean. 90 cm high

Color: Black

Price: € 5.36 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline H250 - Graphite
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379496

Highly stable, iron-on interfacing, perfect to give compactness to any medium-weight fabric. It's the ideal choice for any creative sewing project: bags, totes, purses, make up and vanity cases and anything else needing increased stiffness. Just apply it with your iron, using no steam, on the "wool" position.
Wash up to 40°C or dry clean.
90 cm high
Color: Graphite

Price: € 5.36 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Fleece - HH650
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53319552

On both sides iron-on soft white cotton. You can stick it fast and easy with the iron on wool, silk, viscose, cotton or synthetic fabric. Great for Patchwork or creative sewing projects.

- How to: You can insert the padding between the two pieces of fabric. For vests and jackets, it is recommended first to make a sample and to sew the layers on the sides together.
- Iron with a damp cloth and set it to the 'Wool' position.
- Washing: 30° delicate or dry-cleaning.
- 150 cm High

Price: € 12.75 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Filmoplast H54**
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53253856

White adhesive lining for embroidery machine. Provides the ideal support for embroidery and monograms on the machine with the utmost precision. It can be used with all kinds of fabric.

How to: Apply the product in the frame, with the side with the paper upside. Using a needle to scratch coating without damaging the fabric. Then remove the surface. Place the fabric, flatten it out well, and start with the embroidery. Washing: 40 ° with water, or dry cleaning. 54.5 cm high

**Price: € 8.67** (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Lamifix transparent**
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-50006494

A transparent iron-on film, that can transform normal tissue in an oilcloth! Quick and easy to use, because you can apply it with the flatiron and it's perfect for your creations: for example a table set or for picnics, beauty case, bags, creative saucers and all items you want to protect from dust.

How to do: you can put the Lamifix on the fabric, with the smooth side up. Set the iron on wool/silk. Fix the film slightly, then cut with precision, then cover with a dry cloth. So increase the iron temperature and press down firmly for about ten seconds. Let it cool down before you remove the protective paper.

Washing: Don't wash it with water, nor dry cleaning, but only with with a damp cloth.

45 cm High

**Price:** € 4.76 (incl. VAT)
DECOVIL I Light

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53449855

Ecru, fusible non-woven to give “body” to any project of creative sewing, finishing it with a leather-like look and touch. Resilient, tear- and bend-resistant, it’s non-fraying and easily applied with your iron and a damp cloth, in just 6 seconds!

Suitable for any kind of fabric, it is perfect for your "most daring" creations, such as bags, hats and caps, belts and covers for personal diaries or notepads.

Machine wash, up to a 30 degree gentle cycle.

90 cm high

Price: € 6.35 (incl. VAT)
**Batting and Interfacing**

**Firm Interlining S133**

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53261124

Very firm and compact interlining for fabric bowls, peaks of caps, bottom of bags as well as for creative works.

Fabrics: Almost all fabrics

Product benefits: easy to iron-on, very stiff, retains shape.

1. Cover Vilene S 133 with a damp cloth and press each area for 15 seconds, as an exception iron on from the outer fabric.
2. Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 30 minutes.

**Price:** € 19.26  (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline 280
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53001707

Medium loft batting for patchwork and quilts, relief topstitch work, for warm clothing etc.
For all fabrics.
- Very puffy, light and flexible volume
- good insulation
- breathable
- easy to work with
- machine wash 30° permanent press
Simply lay underneath and sew together.

Price: € 6.56 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline H410

Modello: STOFRE-53379432

Soft interlining with stabilizing vertical threads; suitable for front parts of jackets etc. as well as for small. Suitable lightweight to heavy fabrics such as wool and wild silk.

Product benefits:
- retains perfect shape through threads along the grain
- comfortable to wear
- strong yet flexible feel
- machine wash 40°

Description:
Important: the thread along the grain of the interfacing must follow the grain of the fabric.
Place the interfacing with the coated side on the wrong side of the fabric.
Cover the entire area with a damp cloth.
Press each area for about 12 seconds, being careful not to move the iron.
Iron setting: silk/wool.
Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 30 minutes, so that the adhesive can set properly.

Price: € 8.76 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline F220 white
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379444

This lieseline is super light, that makes it perfect to use with small elements or with light fabrics such as cotton. Easy to iron, great comfort, can be washed at high temperatures as well (up to 60°C).

Price: € 5.36 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Vlieseline Stitch-n-tear**
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53251559

Suitable as backing for embroideries and appliqués; for transferring and making topstitch work and patchwork. Accurate results, no stretching of the fabric, can be traced using a soft pencil. Easy to tear off

**Price**: € 2.95 (incl. VAT)
Soluvlies white

Modello: STOFRE-53318690

Soluvlies is a water soluble, stabilizing nonwoven, and with additional very good processing properties. It supports your implementation of creative ideas. Whether as embroidery backing or support material for new creative ideas, Soluvlies is very versatile.

Soluvlies is designed to be washed out without leaving any traces and dissolves in cold water and temperatures up to 25°-30° C. This is very important because although Soluvlies is needed during the processing, it should no longer be visible later.

Price: € 4.71 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Cinturfix / Bundfix 80mm. White (GP5)
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53302993

Cinturfix / Bundfix is the ideal ribbon for the making of skirts or pants. The perforated line avoids tracing on the fabrics and makes a guide line during sewing. The belt keeps its shape.

Cinturfix // Bundfix can also be used for the making of bags' handles.

Can be used on any type of fabric.

Its benefits are clear as you don't need to trace and draw the folding lines. It allows a safe and easy work and the making of thin and precise edges.

How to use it: Apply the resin side to the belt strip and iron slowly and with no steam for 5-6 times pressing hard onto each spot, so that the area is exposed to the heat for about 8 seconds (Iron setting: wool). After the application, let it cool off for 20 minutes on a flat surface for an even more better grip.

Before the application we suggest to always do an ironing test to verify the glueing of the resin. Washable up to 95 °C or dry clean.

Height: 8cm (10-30-30-10 mm.).

Price is intended for a cut of 1 meter.

Price: € 0.80 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Volume fleece P120

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-50052748

The universal volume fleece P 120 is ideal for quilting and patchwork as well as for warm, lightweight clothing. P 120 is ideally suited for safety and functional clothing, upholstery, bed linen, etc.

This product is of high quality:
- light and soft
- surface with very low fibre-migration
- flame-retardant
- flame resistant (according to ONORM A-3800)
- retains its shape even after multiple washes
- Eco-Tex certification (Test NR. 52641)

General PROCESSING INSTRUCTION:
Lay the right side of the fabric on top of the fleece and stitch or quilt from the fabric side. Thereby quilts become more easily workable.
For warm clothing it is advisable to stitch the volume nonwoven and the lining together to avoid movement between the layers.

Price: € 10.26 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Batting 281 white

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53000978

Medium loft batting for patchwork and quilts, relief topstitch work, for warm clothing etc.
For all fabrics.
very puffy, light and flexible volume, good insulation, breathable, easy to work with machine wash 30° permanent press.
Simply lay underneath and sew together.

Price: € 11.48 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Vlieseline H410 Black
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53379454

Soft interlining with stabilizing vertical threads; suitable for front parts of jackets etc. as well as for small. Suitable lightweight to heavy fabrics such as wool and wild silk.

Product benefits:
- retains perfect shape through threads along the grain
- comfortable to wear
- strong yet flexible feel
- machine wash 40°

Description:
Important: the thread along the grain of the interfacing must follow the grain of the fabric.
Place the interfacing with the coated side on the wrong side of the fabric.
Cover the entire area with a damp cloth.
Press each area for about 12 seconds, being careful not to move the iron.
Iron setting: silk/wool.
Allow the pieces to cool flat for about 30 minutes, so that the adhesive can set properly.

Price: € 8.76 (incl. VAT)
Cinturfix / Bundfix 80mm. Black (GP5)
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53302999

Cinturfix / Bundfix is the ideal ribbon for the making of skirts or pants. The perforated line avoids tracing on the fabrics and makes a guide line during sewing. The belt keeps its shape.
Cinturfix // Bundfix can also be used for the making of bags’ handles.
Can be used on any type of fabric.
Its benefits are clear as you don't need to trace and draw the folding lines. It allows a safe and easy work and the making of thin and precise edges.

How to use it: Apply the resin side to the belt strip and iron slowly and with no steam for 5-6 times pressing hard onto each spot, so that the area is exposed to the heat for about 8 seconds (Iron setting: wool). After the application, let it cool off for 20 minutes on a flat surface for an even more better grip.

Before the application we suggest to always do an ironing test to verify the glueing of the resin. Washable up to 95 °C or dry clean.
Height: 8cm (10-30-30-10 mm.).
Price is intended for a cut of 1 meter.

Price: € 0.80 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Batting 249 white

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53326485

Low loft wadding for warm clothing, patchwork and quilts. For all fabrics. Light and flexible volume, good insulation, breathable, easy to work with machine wash 60° permanent press. Simply lay underneath and sew together.

Price: € 10.55 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Downy-soft Cotton Batting 277 white
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53419006

Downy-soft, voluminous nonwoven made of 100% cotton, ideally for quilting and warm clothing, no fibre migration, shape retentive. For all fabrics. Ideal for quilting.

Price: € 11.39 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Flame-Retardant High Loft Batting P140 white
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-50052749

Universal batting for patchwork and quilting as well as warm, lightweight clothing. Ideally suited for safety and functional clothing, upholstery, bed linen etc. For all fabrics. With flame-retardant finish. Oekotex certified (No. 52641). Light, soft PES fleece. Versatile in application. No cross threading. Retains its shape even after multiple washes.

Price: € 12.24 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Style-vil
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53525323

Padding with High abrasion resistance perfect for the creation of hand bags, table runners and placemats and design surfaces with 3-dimensional effects. Cushioning (e.g. protection of mobile phones, eye glasses etc.) and stabilization of garment (e.g. caps, hats, shoulder pads, etc.).

53% Polyester, 47% Polyurethane

Price: € 13.47 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

Cinturfix / Bundfix 90mm. White (GP4)
da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53302981

Cinturfix / Bundfix is the ideal ribbon for the making of skirts or pants. The perforated line avoids tracing on the fabrics and makes a guide line during sewing. The belt keeps its shape. Cinturfix / Bundfix can also be used for the making of bags' handles. Can be used on any type of fabric. Its benefits are clear as you don't need to trace and draw the folding lines. It allows a safe and easy work and the making of thin and precise edges.

How to use it: Apply the resin side to the belt strip and iron slowly and with no steam for 5-6 times pressing hard onto each spot, so that the area is exposed to the heat for about 8 seconds (Iron setting: wool). After the application, let it cool off for 20 minutes on a flat surface for an even more better grip. *Before the application we suggest to always do an ironing test to verify the glueing of the resin.* Washable up to 95 °C or dry clean. Height: 9cm (10-35-35-10 mm.). Price is intended for a cut of 1 meter.

Price: € 0.91 (incl. VAT)
Sew-in Interlining L11 - White

da: Freudenberg

Modello: STOFRE-53378735

Especially soft and lightweight non-woven interlining. For small parts such as collars, cuffs, etc. of blouses and dresses. Lightweight fabrics such as crushed fabrics and plissée

Product benefits: easy to sew, comfortable to wear, strong yet flexible feel

Sew by hand or machine.

Important notice: WE RECOMMEND TO TEST THE PRODUCTS BEFORE STARTING PROCESSING.

Price: € 4.60 (incl. VAT)
Batting and Interfacing

**Stretchfix - White**
da: **Freudenberg**

Modello: STOFRE-53562284

For appliqués on textiles or for joining two different fabrics. Maintains the elasticity of the fabric. It’s elastic, heat-activatable adhesive web on transfer paper.

Fabrics: Elastic fabrics (e.g. jersey)

1. Iron on Stretchfix along the edge with a dry iron and a setting of 2 -3 dots for 10 to 12 seconds. Then fold over the hem at tape width and iron (before removing the paper). This allows you to immediately define the hem width and the fold without the need of measuring.
2. Then allow the paper to cool down completely and peel it off. Fold the hem upwards, cover it with a damp cloth and press on the iron (setting: 2 -3 dots) for about 10 to 12 seconds step by step. Do not push.

5mt. Roll - height 30 cm.

**Price: € 27.89** (incl. VAT)